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Preface
The goal of the California Solar Initiative (CSI) Research, Development, Demonstration, and Deployment (RD&D)
Program is to foster a sustainable and self-supporting customer-sited solar market. To achieve this, the California
Legislature authorized the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) to allocate $50 million of the CSI budget
to an RD&D program. Strategically, the RD&D program seeks to leverage cost-sharing funds from other state,
federal and private research entities, and targets activities across these four stages:
•
•
•
•

Grid integration, storage, and metering: 50-65%
Production technologies: 10-25%
Business development and deployment: 10-20%
Integration of energy efficiency, demand response, and storage with photovoltaics (PV)

There are seven key principles that guide the CSI RD&D Program:
1.

Improve the economics of solar technologies by reducing technology costs and increasing
system performance;

2.

Focus on issues that directly beneﬁt California, and that may not be funded by others;

3.

Fill knowledge gaps to enable successful, wide-scale deployment of solar distributed
generation technologies;

4.

Overcome signiﬁcant barriers to technology adoption;

5.

Take advantage of California’s wealth of data from past, current, and future installations to
fulﬁll the above;

6.

Provide bridge funding to help promising solar technologies transition from a pre-commercial
state to full commercial viability; and

7.

Support eﬀorts to address the integration of distributed solar power into the grid in order to
maximize its value to California ratepayers.

For more information about the CSI RD&D Program, please visit the program web site at
www.calsolarresearch.ca.gov.
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1

Executive Summary

This project demonstrated some functionalities of the LBNL-proposed multi-layered microgrid control
system, to control the PV/battery system at Fort Hunter Liggett, an army base in California. The control
system was used in a grid-connected mode to perform intelligent demand management (e.g. peak
shaving) at Fort Hunter Liggett. The demand management algorithm provides charge/discharge set-points
every 15 minutes, based on both forecast and actual values of PV output, load, utility tariff, and battery
state of charge.
Specifically, the focus of the project was on the supervisory layer of the control system, by
developing/deploying the following modules:
•
•
•

•

The forecasting module that forecasts load and renewable generation for the next one to several
days;
The optimization module that determines the battery charging/discharging schedules for cost
minimization, based on the Operations DER-CAM optimization;
The data exchange module that is the communication interface with the existing Supervisory
Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA), through which the measurements are received and the setpoints are sent to the battery inverters; and
The power balancing module that balances the generation and load in the system between two
optimization runs, in order to achieve the cost minimization target set by the optimization
module.

Future work will include exhaustive operation data collection to evaluate the performance of the
supervisory controller, and make further enhancements.
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2

Introduction

The US Department of Defense has ambitious goals to increase renewable penetration in army
installations. Microgrids can achieve this goal, and offer higher energy security, lower operating costs, and
maximized renewable use. They can also enable a controllable resource that is capable of supporting local
utilities or system operators by responding to Demand Response (DR) or ancillary service needs. Unlike
diesel-based microgrids, control of renewable-intensive microgrids is challenging. Existing commercial
microgrid controllers cannot interact directly with both building energy management systems and a
diverse DER portfolio. They also do not have the forward-looking, analytical capability to optimally pursue
strategies to reduce costs, maximize renewable utilization, operate in islanded mode for long periods, or
maximize revenue from ancillary services or market participation.
This project intended to demonstrate some of the grid-connected features of the LBNL-proposed multilayered microgrid control system at Fort Hunter Liggett (FHL) 1, an Army base in Monterey County,
California. It shows the use of day-ahead optimization and real-time control to plan and implement
charging/discharging schedules for this system that is comprised of 2 MW photovoltaic generation and 1
MWh electric storage. To achieve the goal of coordinated charging and discharging of the battery in order
to increase the value from the PV installation, as well as to reduce the on-peak impact on the local utility,
the supervisory controller schematically shown in Figure 1 was developed and deployed at FHL.

Figure 1: Supervisory controller structure. Scope of development in this project is shown in the top light blue box. SOC denotes
state of charge.

The supervisory controller in this project demonstrates components of the LBNL multi-layered microgrid
control system 2, particularly some of the modules from the supervisory control layer that focus on the
1

Michael Stadler, Gregory Vallery: “Fort Hunter Liggett Microgrid Conversion,” Military & Government Microgrids
Summit, Hilton Arlington, Arlington, Virginia, 08-10 April, 2015.
2
https://building-microgrid.lbl.gov/projects/dynamic-control-microgrid-controller
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grid-connected operation of the microgrid. The demonstrated modules are the weather/renewable/load
forecasting module, the DER-CAM optimization module, the power balancing module, and the data
exchange module:
a) The forecasting module develops forecasts for the loads and renewable generation for the next
one to several days.
b) The optimization module executes the Operations version of the LBNL-developed Distributed
Energy Resources Customer Adoption Model (Operations DER-CAM) optimization, which
generates day-ahead battery charging/discharging schedules for cost minimization.
c) The data exchange module is the central communication interface with the existing Supervisory
Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) system from Siemens, which provides the computer/human
interface and collects all needed data. The SCADA communicates with the battery system/inverter
and passes on DER-CAM instructions. This project adds high level controller logic to the SCADA
data collection system.
d) The power balancing module balances the generation and load in the system to achieve the cost
minimization target set by the optimization module. This module determines the difference
between planned operation and actual observed conditions, and i) determines the best shortterm solution to fulfill the cost targets; or ii) if the observed values deviate significantly from the
forecast values, triggers a fresh re-optimization to determine the best operation strategy, using
the latest observed values and updated forecasts.
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3

Project Objectives and Approach

3.1

Project Objectives

Main objectives of the project are the following:
•
•
•

3.2

Demonstrate the use of LBNL multi-layered control system for demand management and energy
cost arbitrage at a site with significant PV penetration
Demonstrate and validate operation of the optimizer function to refine the day-ahead schedule
Demonstrate and validate the functioning of a simple plain-text-based data exchange model with
the SCADA system

Project Approach

In order to realize these objectives, TTI together with LBNL, selected FHL as the potential site for
performing this demonstration. Fort Hunter Liggett is the largest US army reserve command post, covering
about 162,000 acres in Monterey County, California. There are about 250 permanent civilian and military
residents in this facility. However, the population can rise to 4,000 during troop training. It has a peak
electrical load of 2.4 MW 3. FHL already has 2 MW PV and a 1 MW/1MWH battery energy storage making
it an ideal site for this demonstration.
In order to facilitate this demonstration, a SCADA system at the energy storage site serves as the main
data exchange interface with the LBNL DER-CAM system. This system provides the required data for DERCAM for its computation, and takes the DER-CAM generated set-points to battery storage inverters. The
SCADA system collects PV output data from PV site and demand data from the point of common coupling
with PG&E through a radio link.

3

"Addressing Implementation of a Net Zero Program at Fort Hunter Liggett, California," HDR, 2014.
Available: http://www.liggett.army.mil/pdf/dpwPDF/Env/FHL%20Net%20Zero_Draft%20EA_081214.pdf.
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4

Multi-Layered Microgrid Control System

The control system, when fully implemented, will follow an open multi-layered distributed architecture,
in which control tasks will be distributed among four different layers, as depicted in Figure 2. In this
architecture, layers one to four will be device level controls, network level controls, supervisory level
controls, and grid interactive controls, respectively. The hardware layer shown in this figure at the bottom
depicts microgrid hardware, including generation, load, and storage resources. The multi-layered control
system will ensure stable, reliable, and optimized microgrid operation. This project focuses on the third
layer and demonstrates some of the grid-connected functionalities of the supervisory control layer (layer
three).
Layer one will be a real-time device-level layer acting in the millisecond range that ensures stable and safe
operation of the equipment and network. This layer will host controls such as switching devices (physical
isolation, fault clearing), protection devices, inverters (voltage-frequency control), and primary frequency
control (inverter and governor droops).
Layer two will be the network level automation and data acquisition layer acting in milliseconds to
seconds range. It will include transition functions (e.g. re-synchronization and islanding detection), fast
load shedding, load curtailment, network-level automation, and network level monitoring. It will also
include functionalities like ramp rate controls and PV smoothing. Substation automation/SCADA systems
are widely used in the industry to acquire and monitor data and to automate operations. This layer will
be the main interface to the supervisory controller layer, layer 3, and enables the higher level controller
to send commands to the apparatus. This approach makes the system easily scalable and extendable
leveraging the existing data acquisition systems.
The fast controls in layers 1 and 2 form the backbone of the microgrid, and ensure its safe and stable
operation in both grid-connected and islanded modes, as well as during transitions.
Layer three is the supervisory controller layer acting in timescales of one to several minutes that will
optimize the operation of the system as a whole, in grid connected and islanded modes. It is based on
LBNL’s DER-CAM microgrid optimization tool 4’ 5, and uses a Model Predictive Control (MPC) approach. In
this approach, the optimization horizon is one day, and the optimization is run every 15 minutes, moving
the optimization horizon forward by 15 minutes each time. This layer will host: forecasting (weather, load,
and generation forecasting); data management (data logging, event recording, report creation);
optimization (DER scheduling, CHP coordination, real-time adjustments); and others (PV imaging, PV
smoothing, spinning reserve, secondary frequency control).
Layer four will be a grid interface layer that will support grid interactivity and allow data transfer between
the utility/ISO and the microgrid. This layer will host grid interaction and analytics.

Michael Stadler: “From DER Optimization to a Multi-Layered Microgrid Controller,” Infocast’s 5th Military &
Commercial Microgrids Summit 2014, Pre-Summit Showcase, San Diego, California, 19 November 2014.
5
https://building-microgrid.lbl.gov/projects/der-cam
4
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Multi-Layered Control System
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Figure 2. Multi-layered microgrid control system architecture, from DER hardware to supervisory control and grid interaction 6.
DMS stand for Distribution Management System.

6

We want to thank the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) and Microgrid Labs for their support with this
controller architecture.
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5

Supervisory Controller Modules

A detailed diagram of the implemented supervisory controller at Fort Hunter Liggett is shown in Figure 3.
This figure shows the data flow between the SCADA system and various modules of the supervisory
controller. In summary, the SCADA system delivers the latest system measurements to the controller, and
the controller stores the values in its database. The forecasting module uses the historic load and weather
data, the latest measurements, and the weather forecast for the next 24 hours to estimate load demand
and PV generation for the next 24 hours. The re-optimization module receives this information and
determines the optimum operation schedules for the next 24 hours using Operations DER-CAM. The
optimum set-points are sent to the SCADA system to be implemented. The power balancing module reads
the latest measurements, as well as the latest optimum set-points, from the controller database, and
determines the best actions to compensate for the deviations from the forecasts. The best actions, i.e.
the updated set-points, are then sent to the SCADA system to be implemented.
Static
Input
Data

5
Load
Forecaster
4
PV
Forecaster

3

5

7

Re-Optimization
DER-CAM
6

3

Database

Power
Balancer
9

Weather API

SCADA
Interface
File

8

1
9
2

3
2

Figure 3. Supervisory controller implemented at Fort Hunter Liggett. Static input data includes equipment data and efficiency
parameters. The numbers (in boxes) in this figure are associated with the controller log shown in Figure 9.

In the following subsections various modules of the controller are discussed in more detail.

5.1

PV Generation and Load Forecasting Module

Load forecasting: Since the loads are mainly driven by the number of troops present at Fort Hunter Liggett
(between 0 and 4000), the loads can be very volatile and forecasting based on regression models is not
an option. The load forecaster, developed within this project, is based on the Discrete Fourier
Transformation, since the load curve shows very reliable patterns on a day-of-week basis. Building upon
work by Hedwig et al. 7, who use a Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) to forecast Wikipedia workload, which
exhibits similarly stable patterns, we employ a FFT-algorithm to forecast the energy load for the army
7

M. Hedwig, S. Malkowski, and D. Neumann, “Towards Autonomics Cost-Aware Allocation of Cloud Resources,” in
ICIS 2010 Proceedings, St. Louis, MO, 2010.
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base. This is illustrated in Figure 4(a) and (b). Figure 4(a) shows the demand curves for three successive
Thursdays (blue) and the dominant frequencies that have been extracted by the FFT-algorithm (red).
Figure 4(b) visualizes the fit between forecast (red) and actual load (blue) for the following Thursday. The
unit on the x-axis of the figure is “hours”.

Figure 4. FFT algorithm to forecast FHL load: (a) Frequency extraction from historic dataset (left), (b) FFT Load Forecaster at
FHL (right). For more information please see Brandt et al. 8

Detailed performance analysis for the developed load forecasting algorithm has been previously published
8
. In summary, it was observed that the average relative deviation of the forecast is 7.7% for the first
forecast day, and 8.2% for the second day. It was also observed that 74.0% and 83.3% of the data points
had deviations below 10% in the first and second days, respectively.
While the fit is sufficiently good to serve as input for the optimizer, the occupancy of the base sometimes
changes substantially for several weeks at a time. It would theoretically be possible to have an employee
at the base provide information on the occupancy to the system, but this presents several organizational
challenges. It requires work hours that cannot be spent on other issues. Also, occupancy of the base does
not consistently translate to a certain increase or decrease of load, since it fundamentally depends on the
activities of the occupants (e.g. computer-related vs. outdoor training). There is also the issue that a more
detailed description of the occupants and their activities may be considered sensitive information that
the facility would not want to be part of a microgrid operation information system.
To overcome this problem, we incorporated a learning parameter into the workload forecaster. Whenever
deviations between forecast and actual load exceed a certain threshold for several successive periods, the
part of the training dataset before these deviations started is scaled by a fraction of the average deviation.
This decreases the immediate forecasting error if base occupancy has changed, while limiting the impact
of random deviations that are not related to an occupancy change (false positives).
PV generation forecasting: The central assumption of forecasting PV generation is that power generated
at a time on a clear day is directly related to the altitude of the sun above the horizon at that time. In the
short term, this assumption is reasonable to provide a decent approximation, given the standard model
by Masters 9. In this project, this model is transformed and simplified such that it can be estimated by a
linear regression – including the seasonal variables, which are assumed to be constant factors in the short
term. Since the assumptions only hold in the short term, the training sample for the regression contains
Tobias Brandt, Nicholas DeForest, Michael Stadler, and Dirk Neumann: “Power Systems 2.0: Designing an Energy
Information System for Microgrid Operation,” 2014 International Conference on Information Systems (ICIS 2014),
December 14-17, 2014, Auckland, New Zealand, LBNL-6911E.
9
G.M. Masters, “Renewable and Efficient Electric Power Systems,” Wiley & Sons, Inc., Hoboken, NJ, 2004.
8
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data of the most recent clear-sky daylight hours. If the interval to be forecasted contains points with
cloudy or hazy weather, the clear-sky prediction is multiplied by a certain factor, depending on whether
the forecasted weather is overcast (including rain/snow), partially clouded, or foggy. In other words, the
developed method leverages recent PV generation history (to estimate seasonal PV potential) as well as
future weather forecasts (to estimate portion of the potential that will be realized).
In order to forecast PV generation (e.g., for the next 24 hours) using the developed approach, the
following steps are taken:
1) The potential (i.e. maximum) PV generation for the day is estimated using linear regression, based
on PV generation during several recent “clear” days.
2) The weather forecast for the next 24 hours is obtained from online resources such as NOAA.
3) The maximum values obtained in the first steps are scaled down for the time steps during which
weather forecast is not “clear”.
Detailed performance analysis for the developed PV forecasting algorithm has been previously published
8
. In summary, the average absolute deviation per MWp installed PV was 61.1 kW, with an average relative
deviation of 16.7%.

5.2

Re-Optimization Module

To develop the re-optimization module, the Operations version of the Distributed Energy Resources
Customer Adoption Model (DER-CAM), was adopted and enhanced by adding new features. The DER-CAM,
designed by Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory and developed in the Generalized Algebraic Modeling
System (GAMS), is a flexible decision-support tool for decentralized energy systems. Two major versions
of this tool are available: Investment & Planning DER-CAM, and Operations DER-CAM.
1. Investment & Planning DER-CAM determines the optimal investment portfolio of DERs based on
cost and performance characteristics, tariff information, and historic/simulated hourly load and
PV generation data, from a given building, campus, or microgrid.
2. Operations DER-CAM provides detailed optimized operation schedules for existing DERs in a
building/microgrid on a week-ahead basis, using forecasted loads and weather data. Operations
DER-CAM is capable of running in 1-hour, 15-minute, 5-minute, or 1-minute time steps.
DER-CAM is mathematically modeled as a Mixed Integer Linear Program 10,11,12,13 and is based on the key
premise that all thermal and electrical loads are served, although specific actions leading to load shedding
10

G. Cardoso, M. Stadler, A. Siddiqui, C. Marnay, N. DeForest, A. Barbosa-Póvoa, and P. Ferrão, “Microgrid reliability
modeling and battery scheduling using stochastic linear programming,” Electric Power Systems Research, vol. 103,
pp. 61–69, 2013.
11
G. Cardoso, M. Stadler, M. C. Bozchalui, R. Sharma, C. Marnay, A. Barbosa-Póvoa, and P. Ferrão, “Optimal
investment and scheduling of distributed energy resources with uncertainty in electric vehicle driving schedules,”
Energy, vol. 64, pp. 17–30, 2014.
12
M. Stadler, M. Kloess, M. Groissböck, G. Cardoso, R. Sharma, M. C. Bozchalui, and C. Marnay, “Electric storage in
California’s commercial buildings,” Applied Energy, vol. 104, pp. 711–722, 2013.
13
M. Stadler, M. Groissböck, G. Cardoso, and C. Marnay, “Optimizing distributed energy resources and building
retrofits with the strategic DER-CAModel,” Applied Energy, vol. 132, pp. 557–567, 2014.
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can also be considered. Figure 5 shows a high-level schematic of the energy flow model used in DER-CAM
in the form of a Sankey diagram.

Figure 5. Schematic of the energy flow model used in DER-CAM.

The enhanced formulation of the Operations DER-CAM has several distinctive features:
•
•

•

The optimization start time is arbitrary and can be any time of the day.
The optimization end time is arbitrary and can be any time of the day. Hence, the optimization
horizon is arbitrary and is not restricted to integer numbers of days. This provides more flexibility
to the controller.
The optimization time step can be anything from one minute to one hour, which meets all of the
needed controller functions.

The arbitrary start time feature enables the Operation DER-CAM to be used as the re-optimization
module, which is called every 15 minutes, and determines the optimum operation schedules for the next
24 hours. If the forecasts are not available for an entire 24 hour period, the arbitrary end time/horizon
features allow for optimization horizons that are shorter than a full day.
In summary, the enhanced Operations DER-CAM entails the following optimization problem:
•
•
•
•
•

Optimization objective: minimize operation and maintenance costs (it is also possible to minimize
emissions, or a combination of costs and emissions)
Optimization horizon: arbitrary (up to several days)
Optimization time-step: arbitrary (e.g. 1 minute, 15 minutes, 30 minutes, or 60 minutes)
Optimization decision variables: dispatch of generation and storage technologies, as well as
controllable loads
Optimization constraints:
o Physical and operational constraints of the technologies
o Balance constraints for various end-uses
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o

5.3

Reserve constraints

Power Balancing Module

The Power Balancing Module determines the required actions when the load/PV realizations deviate from
the forecasted values, before the next DER-CAM optimization is run. To achieve this goal, the following
two approaches were considered in this project:
Approach one, detailed state tree approach: In the first approach, the conditions during which the
controller needs to make decisions, and the factors that possibly impact the decisions were exhaustively
identified. The following conditions were identified:
•
•

Over-generation, i.e. generation mismatch minus load mismatch is positive (Δ𝑃𝑃𝐺𝐺 − Δ𝑃𝑃𝐿𝐿 > 0)
Under-generation, i.e. generation mismatch minus load mismatch is negative (Δ𝑃𝑃𝐺𝐺 − Δ𝑃𝑃𝐿𝐿 < 0)

The following three factors that could impact the best decision under each condition were identified, and
several states for each factor were introduced:
•
•
•

Time of day: (1) on-peak, (2) mid-peak, (3) off-peak
State of charge: (1) low and close to the minimum acceptable state of charge, (2) high and close
to the maximum acceptable state of charge
Utility consumption: (1) exporting, (2) close to the maximum expected monthly demand (impacts
the demand charge and utility costs), (3) lower than and not close to the maximum expected
monthly demand

The state tree was developed, and best actions for each condition in each state were determined. This
task can be translated into filling out the table shown below (Table 1). The suitable action for each
condition, i.e. over- or under-generation, must be determined for each combination of recognized states,
i.e. (time of day, utility consumption, state of charge).
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Time of Day

State
Utility Consumption
close to max

on-peak

lower than max
exporting
lower than max

mid-peak

close to max
exporting
close to max

off-peak

lower than max
exporting

State of Charge
low
high
low
high
low
high
low
high
low
high
low
high
low
high
low
high
low
high

Condition
Over-Generation
Under-Generation

Table 1. State tree approach for power balancing.

Table 2 shows an effort to determine the best actions. This table shows the best actions when the
microgrid is over-generating, and the system state is any of the possible combinations shown in Table 1.
In this table, 𝛼𝛼, 𝛽𝛽, and 𝛾𝛾 denote the portion of the mismatch that goes into or is compensated by utility
purchase, storage, and electricity export, respectively.
Condition
Over-Generation
a combination of utility consumption reduction and storage
low
increase (α+β=1)
lower than max
on-peak
high
reduce the utility consumption (α=1)
or
low
store the extra energy (β = 1)
mid-peak
close to max
store as much as possible, then reduce util. cons. (maximize β, then
or
high
use α)
off-peak
low
export the extra (γ = 1)
exporting
high
export the extra (γ = 1)
Table 2. State tree approach for power balancing – Example actions.
Time of Day

State
Utility Consumption

State of Charge

According to this table, during an over-generation condition:
•

•

If the microgrid is importing electricity from the grid, and the utility demand is lower than the
maximum expected monthly demand, and
o If the battery state of charge is low, the power balancer will use the extra generation to
reduce utility purchase and/or charge the battery, i.e. 𝛼𝛼 + 𝛽𝛽 = 1.
o If the battery state of charge is close to its maximum, the power balancer will use the
extra generation to reduce utility purchase, i.e. 𝛼𝛼 = 1.
If the microgrid is importing electricity from the grid, and the utility demand is close to the
maximum expected demand, and
o If the battery state of charge is low, the extra generation will be used to charge the
battery, i.e. 𝛽𝛽 = 1.
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If the battery state of charge is close to its maximum, the extra generation will be used to
charge the battery to its maximum, and then reduce the utility purchase if possible, i.e.
maximize 𝛽𝛽 then use 𝛼𝛼.
If the microgrid is exporting electricity to the grid, the extra generation will be exported.
o

•

The above approach to develop the power balancer rules is not straightforward and is challenging. There
are going to be too many states, and determining the right action under each detailed state branch is not
trivial. Also, the implementation of such detailed rules is difficult. Moreover, the overall benefit of this
detailed approach, compared to a simpler, more straightforward approach may not be significant. Hence,
a simpler power balancing approach was developed in this project, and is described below.
Approach two, simple high-level approach: In this approach, it is argued that the two important variables
that significantly impact the operation cost and that need to be tracked closely with respect to the
optimum values are the battery state of charge and the utility purchase. When the realizations deviate
from the forecasts, the controller cannot track them simultaneously. In this approach, the scheduled value
for the battery state of charge will be tracked and the utility purchase will be relaxed, unless the deviation
from the scheduled purchase may result in extra demand charges. In this case, the battery set-point is
adjusted and its optimum scheduled value is not tracked in order to avoid the extra demand charges.

5.4

Data Exchange Module

The data exchange module is the central communication interface with the existing Supervisory Control
and Data Acquisition (SCADA) system from Siemens at FHL, which provides the computer/human interface
and collects all needed data. Only the SCADA communicates with the battery system/inverter and passes
on the DER-CAM instructions. This project adds high level controller logic to the SCADA system. By
handling data communication with existing/commercially available Supervisory Control and Data
Acquisition (SCADA), the configuration allows for an open and inexpensive platform for the supervisory
controller, increasing the potential market size and impact. The SCADA will distribute the controller signals
to the technologies or interface with the Building Management System (BMS) to perform the supervisory
instructions. Thus, the SCADA needs to collect all the information needed for the optimization and provide
it to the controller.
5.4.1 DER-CAM to SCADA Data Exchange
In this project, the data that needs to be provided by the SCADA is defined. A plain Comma Separated
Value (CSV) file is used as the data transfer format. The CSV file format is favored by some industry
partners since it is a robust way to exchange data. Figure 6 shows an example of the DER-CAM/SCADA
interface file. As shown in this figure, this file includes the optimum dispatch prepared for the day at 12:00
am, the latest rolling optimum dispatch (that is carried out every 15 minutes), and the optimum set-points
for the inverter which must be used during the next 15 minutes. The SCADA system sends the set-points
for the next 15 minutes to the battery inverters. The SCADA system receives the day-ahead and rolling
dispatches for two purposes:
•

they are used for visualization purposes, and
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•

they may also be used as the optimum set-points to be sent to the inverters, in case the link
between the optimization module and the SCADA system breaks and the SCADA does not receive
updated dispatches from the optimization module.

Figure 7 shows how the day-ahead and rolling horizon optimum dispatch schedules are displayed by the
SCADA system.

Figure 6. DER-CAM to SCADA data exchange file.
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Figure 7. SCADA monitor showing instructions for smart storage inverters based on DER-CAM.

5.4.2 SCADA to DER-CAM Data Exchange
The SCADA system collects measurements throughout the entire distributed system. A subset of the
measurements that is needed by the controller was identified in this project. This data is transferred
through a CSV file, generated by the SCADA system, and read by our controller. An example for this data
file is depicted in Figure 8. As shown in this figure, this data includes battery state of charge, battery
inverter power, PV generation, and power readings from the point of common coupling.
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Figure 8. SCADA to DER-CAM data exchange file.
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6

Detailed Event Logging

The controller has been equipped with detailed event logging, in order to closely monitor the operation
of the controller. The log displays warning and error messages in case information does not flow between
various controller pieces as planned. A snapshot of the controller event logging, during a re-optimization,
is shown in Figure 9. The events in the log are tagged with numbers (most left numbers) to correspond to
the flow of information shown in the diagram of Figure 3.
(0)
2015-07-11
(1)
2015-07-11
(1)
2015-07-11
(1)
2015-07-11
(2)
2015-07-11
(2)
2015-07-11
(2)
2015-07-11
(2)
2015-07-11
(2)
2015-07-11
(3)
2015-07-11
(4)
2015-07-11
(5)
2015-07-11
00:15:00
(5)
2015-07-11
(5)
2015-07-11
(5)
2015-07-11
(6)
(7)

2015-07-11
2015-07-11

(7)

2015-07-11

(7)
(8)
(8)

2015-07-11
2015-07-11
2015-07-11

00:14:50:
00:14:50:
00:14:50:
00:14:50:
00:14:50:
00:14:50:
00:14:50:
00:14:50:
00:14:50:
00:14:50:
00:14:50:
00:14:50:

At this time a re-optimization is performed
Connected to the SCADA server
Current load information received from the SCADA interface
Data file received from the SCADA interface
Data inserted into the PV_weather database
util_pur: 1278.826667, SOC: 0.250000, p_from_batt: 0.000000
Data inserted into the Baseload database
15-min average for the baseload updated
Data inserted into the load_weather_condition database
PV and load forecast inserted in PV/load forecast tables
Input file for the ODC optimization generated
The optimization horizon is from 2015-07-11 00:15:00 to 2015-07-12

00:14:50: ODC optimization was run and output file generated
00:14:50: ODC output file was read
00:14:50: Load-Elec-Only: 1302.92, E-from-Util: 1302.92, En-in-Batt: 250.00,
E-from-Batt: 0.00, E-to-Batt: 0.00, E-from-PV: 0.00, PV-onsite: 0.00,
PV-export: 0.00
00:14:50: Optimum dispatch stored in the database
00:14:50: Latest dispatch was read from opt-disp-load-elec-only, opt-disp-e-from-pv,
opt-disp-e-from-batt, opt-disp-e-to-batt, opt-disp-e-from-util tables
00:14:50: Full day-ahead dispatch was read from opt-disp-load-elec-only,
opt-disp-e-from-pv, opt-disp-e-from-batt, opt-disp-e-to-batt,
opt-disp-e-from-util tables
00:14:50: Local copy of the SCADA-EMS interface file was updated
00:14:50: Connected to the SCADA server
00:14:50: The SCADA interface file sent to the FHL server

Figure 9. Event logging in the implemented supervisory controller at Fort Hunter Liggett (re-optimization event).

Here is the sequence of events happening at time 00:14:50, in which a re-optimization is executed:
0) It shows that a re-optimization has been performed at this time.
1) The supervisory controller connects to the SCADA server, and receives the interface file including
the latest system measurements, collected by the SCADA system.
2) The data is inserted into various tables in the controller’s database. This data will be used for load
and weather forecasting.
3) The system load and PV are forecasted for next 24 hours. The forecasts are stored in the
controller’s database.
4) The DER-CAM optimization input data file is prepared. It includes static input such as tariff and
technology information, as well as dynamic input such as load and PV forecasts and battery state
of charge.
5) The DER-CAM optimization is performed, and the optimization results are returned by GAMS in a
CSV file. The optimization horizon is one day.
6) The optimization results are stored in the controller database.
7) The SCADA interface file is prepared, by pulling optimum dispatch information from the database.
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8) The controller connects to the SCADA system and delivers the optimum schedules. The SCADA
system will pass on these set-points to the battery inverters.
The optimization module is triggered every 15 minutes. To balance the system between two optimization
runs, the power balancing module is run every minute. Figure 10 shows the events related to a power
balancing event, happening at 07:16:50, which are described below:
0) It shows that a power balancing has been performed at this time.
1) The supervisory controller connects to the SCADA server and receives the interface file including
the latest system measurements, collected by the SCADA system.
2) The data is inserted into various tables in the controller database. This data will be used for load
and weather forecasting.
9) The power balancing module determines the best action to be performed, based on latest
measurements. In the particular case shown in this event log:
• The microgrid is importing electricity from the utility.
• The power balancer intends to adjust the inverter set-point from -647.3 kW to -663.1 kW,
in order to track the scheduled state of charge.
• However, this change may lead to extra demand charges, since the electricity from the
grid will exceed the expected maximum power demand for the current month.
• Hence, the power balancer changes the inverter set-point to -654.0 kW, in order to avoid
extra demand charges.
8) The controller connects to the SCADA system and delivers the updated inverter set-points. The
SCADA system will pass on these set-points to the battery inverters.
(0)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(9)
(9)
(9)

2015-07-11
2015-07-11
2015-07-11
2015-07-11
2015-07-11
2015-07-11
2015-07-11
2015-07-11
2015-07-11
2015-07-11
2015-07-11
2015-07-11

07:16:50:
07:16:50:
07:16:50:
07:16:50:
07:16:50:
07:16:50:
07:16:50:
07:16:50:
07:16:50:
07:16:50:
07:16:50:
07:16:50:

(9)

2015-07-11 07:16:50:

(9)
(8)
(8)

2015-07-11 07:16:50:
2015-07-11 07:16:50:
2015-07-11 07:16:50:

At this time a power balancing is performed
Connected to the SCADA server
Current load information received from the SCADA interface
Data file received from the SCADA interface
Data inserted into the PV_weather database
util_pur: 1694.552822, SOC: 0.288168, p_from_batt: -647.315000
Data inserted into the Baseload database
15-min average for the baseload and pv_weather tables updated
Data inserted into the load_weather_condition database
Tracking SOC, relaxing utility purchase
Importing from the grid
Adjusting inverter set-point (total) from -647.3 to -663.1 to track the
optimum SOC
Adjusting inverter set-point (total) from -663.1 to -654.0 to avoid extra
demand charges
Update file for the inverter set-points prepared
Connected to the SCADA server
The power balancer update file sent to the FHL server

Figure 10. Event logging in the implemented supervisory controller at Fort Hunter Liggett (power balancing event).
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7

Project Outcome

To demonstrate the project outcome, a full day operation of the supervisory controller is depicted in
Figure 11. A “clear” day has been arbitrarily chosen for this demonstration. In this figure, subplots (reading
from top to bottom) show the
•
•
•
•
•

PV generation,
load demand,
battery state of charge,
battery inverter power in kilowatts,
and electricity import from the utility, respectively.

Each subplot includes the following 6 waveforms:
•
•

•

•

Dispatch at 00:00 (red line): This waveform shows the results from the optimization carried out
at 12 am. The optimization horizon covers midnight to midnight.
Dispatch at 06:00, 12:00, and 18:00 (dashed lines): These three waveforms show the optimum
dispatches from the re-optimization module, carried out at 6am, 12pm, and 6pm, respectively.
These three were arbitrarily chosen from among the 96 re-optimization runs that happened
during the one day operation to demonstrate how the optimum schedules change during the day
based on latest measurements and forecasts.
Rolling dispatch (blue line): From each re-optimization run, only the first set-point (i.e. the setpoint for the next 15 minutes) is applied to the system, and the next ones are overwritten by the
next re-optimization runs. The waveform denoted with rolling dispatch shows these set-points
that were sent to the system apparatus.
Measurement (green): This waveform shows the measurement value, or the realized value, for
each variable.

Figure 11 for the PV generation shows that the PV forecasts that happen before 6:30 am are not very
accurate, since they are entirely based on historic information from previous days. However, starting from
6:30 am, the forecasts become much more accurate, since they also take into account the measured PV
generation of the current day. The waveforms for dispatch at 12:00 and 18:00, as well as the waveform
for the rolling dispatch, validate this observation. Similarly, Figure 11 for the total load shows that as the
day progresses, the load forecasts become more accurate, since more and more load measurements from
the current day are taken into consideration in the forecasting module.
Figure 11 for the battery SOC shows that initially, the controller planned to fully charge the battery by
8am, then discharge the battery slightly before re-charging it to 100% by 2pm, and then fully discharging
it during afternoon peak hours. However, since the available PV generation was more than initially
expected, this plan changed during the day. In what was finally implemented, the battery went through a
full charge/discharge cycle for the morning peak hours and another cycle for the afternoon peak hours.
Figure 11 for the battery inverters shows the set-point provided by the re-optimization, as well as the
adjusted set-point provided by the power balancing module, which now match the measurements. The
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difference between these two set-points are the power balancing module adjustments, which intend to
track the scheduled state of charge, without causing any additional demand charges. Figure 11 for the
battery SOC shows that the battery state of charge closely tracks the optimum scheduled values, thanks
to the power balancing module inverter set-point adjustments.
Figure 11 for the utility power shows the expected amount of electricity import from the grid at different
times of the day, as well as the measured values. This figure shows that although the load demand is
higher than the expected/forecasted value at most time steps (see Figure 11 for the total load), the
electricity import from the grid does not significantly exceed the expected values, thanks to the power
balancing module’s logic that intends to limit extra demand chargers caused by PV/load deviations from
the forecasted values.
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8

Cost Savings

The developed optimization-based supervisory controller leads to significant cost (bill) savings, by
performing the following:
•
•

Leveraging the energy storage to shift load from tariff peak hours to shoulder hours
Leveraging the energy storage and load/renewable forecasts to lower the peak load, in order to
minimize demand charges

It is worth emphasizing that the abovementioned strategies are not based on some rules forced to the
dispatch algorithm. Instead, the optimization algorithm organically charges the battery during tariff offpeak hours and uses the battery during tariff peak hours, in order to reduce energy costs as well as
demand charges.
Regarding estimating the benefits of the supervisory control system, one must note that:
•

•

The controller benefits are site-specific, and depend on the DERs installed. As a rule of thumb, the
more DERs at a site, the more benefits (savings) are expected to be achieved from the supervisory
controller (vs. a simple rule-based controller), since there are more degrees of freedom.
Quantitative evaluation of the benefits requires extensive simulations, which were outside of this
project’s scope. A very rough estimate can be made by assuming that the supervisory controller
can consistently reduce the maximum utility purchase during tariff peak hours by 200kW
(assuming the 1MWh battery is being used over a 5 hour peak load period to reduce utility
purchase and flatten the purchase profile), leading to up to 200kW × 16.04

$
kW

= 3,208$ savings

in demand charges per month. That is because a rule-based controller without proper PV and load
forecasting cannot consistently keep a flat profile, and is expected to run out of battery energy
during tariff peak hours, and even if that only happens once a month, the demand charge in that
month will be impacted. Moreover, the load shifting through battery charging during tariff offpeak hours and discharging during tariff on-peak hours can save up to 1MWh × �0.14026
0.07512

$
�×
kWh

$
−
kWh

30 days = 1954.2$ per month. Note that a rule-based controller can be

expected to achieve a portion of this energy cost savings, but not all of it. To summarize:
o Compared to a system with no battery, the system equipped with the battery and the
supervisory controller is expected to save up to 3,208$ + 1954.2$ ≅ 5,100$ per month.
o Compared to the same system with a rule-based controller, the system equipped with the
supervisory
controller
is
expected
to
save
up
to
3,208$ +
a portion of 1954.2$ (e. g. 30%) ≅ 3,800$ per month.
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Figure 11. A full day operation of the controller. From top to bottom: PV generation (kW), total system load (kW), battery state of charge (kWh), battery inverter power (kW),
and electricity import from the utility grid (kW).
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9

Summary and Future Work

This project demonstrated some functionalities of the LBNL-proposed multi-layered microgrid control
system, to control the PV/battery system at Fort Hunter Liggett, an army base in California. Specifically,
the focus of the project was on the supervisory layer of the control system, by developing/deploying the
following modules:
•
•
•

•

The forecasting module that forecasts load and renewable generation for the next one to several
days.
The optimization module that determines the day-ahead battery charging/discharging schedules
for cost minimization, based on the Operations DER-CAM optimization.
The data exchange module that is the communication interface with the existing Supervisory
Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA), through which the measurements are received and the setpoints are sent to the battery inverters.
The power balancing module that balances the generation and load in the system between two
optimization runs, to achieve the cost minimization target set by the optimization module.

Microgrids with DERs that are equipped with supervisory optimization-based control systems, like the one
implemented in this project, are beneficial to the customer, to the serving utility, and to the ratepayers.
On the one hand, these microgrids offer lower energy costs and demand charges for the customers, and
can potentially increase service reliability and resiliency in the face of utility outages. On the other hand,
these microgrids can benefit the serving utilities by reducing feeder peak load, which may lead to lower
distribution system upgrade costs or postponing of the upgrades. The savings through upgrade cost
reduction or postponing of the upgrades can benefit the ratepayers by reducing upgrade charges. The
customers will also benefit if the utility uses the upgrade savings to invest in other parts of the distribution
network, which will enhance the network reliability.
The project validated our multi-layered architecture of using layer two as the main interface to the
supervisory controller, i.e. layer three. Since most sites will have some form of SCADA system to control
and manage their PV and storage, this ideally becomes the interface, and eliminates the need for installing
additional interface units. Although quantitative savings analysis were outside the scope of this project,
preliminary estimates show potential monthly savings up to 3,800$ per summer month, when compared
to a simple rule-based controller.
This project also underlined the importance of robust and reliable communication both within the site
and from the site to outside. Though radio communication is the easiest way to get data from long
distances (within the site), we found that this is not always the most reliable. It crashed a few times and
had to be fixed. This is mostly due to SW settings in the radio transceivers and changes to antenna
orientation caused by heavy winds at the site. We are still observing its performance. Cellular
communication is working reasonably well.
Future work will include exhaustive operation data collection to evaluate the performance of the
supervisory controller, and to make further enhancements.
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